Cultural Assessment:
1st step in building
successful CSR
strategies
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Your clients might be
experiencing challenges
with…

•Making the business case for sustainability
•Influencing key leaders to more fully integrate
sustainability in decision making
•Having sustainability elements significantly
contribute to the corporate ROI
•Shifting how others think
•Wanting to accomplish more or wanting to
make a bigger difference, but not having the
resources to do so
•Feeling like they don’t have enough support
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Calling Forth a New Kind of
Leadership

The leadership model for the 21st century requires that people in every role in their company be leaders
in the positions they happen to hold. Leadership is no longer about executives and senior managers
dictating what needs to happen. The solution is found in how you establish and master relationships and
partnerships as a leader. Ultimately, you have to develop the leader within you and then support those
around you to do the same.
Once it takes hold, a person is never the same again. The methodology to which this approach refers is
called Tribal Leadership. It enables you to:
• Increase production from three to five times
• Hire and staff the ideal talent for your team or department
• Achieve things you never thought you could realistically accomplish
• Sustainability initiatives become integrated into overall business strategy and decision making
These principles were validated and tested in a 12-year study on 24,000 people (published as the NY Times bestselling
book Tribal Leadership by Dave Logan and John King). This study mapped - for the first time - five stages of corporate
culture and the unique leverage points that can be used to nudge a group forward to higher levels or performance.

70% of Business
Strategies Fail

70%

Of the well-intended solutions to
these underlying performance
constraints, 70% of all change
initiatives fail

Why might these solutions have
failed in the past?
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The Missing Link to
Successful Sustainability
Strategies is
CULTURE

The success of a company
isn't a function of the leader,
but of its tribes
(naturally forming groups 20150) and culture.
Culture is an uncharted gold
mine for performance
improvement in many
organizations.
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The Missing Link to
Successful Sustainability
Strategies is
CULTURE

EITHER
• Reduce your strategic plans
and goals to the current
limitations that your culture can
OR sustain,
 Upgrade your culture so
your organization can meet
the demands that are
actually called for.
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5 Stages of
Organizational Culture

Low Performing
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High Performing

Tribal Leadership: Leveraging Natural Groups to form a Thriving Organization (Dave Logan, John King, Halee
Fischer Wright: 2008)

The Triad: Key Structure to
Galvanizing Sustainability
Strategies
Elements of a Triad
Sue

Chris

Dave

Benefits:
•Experience more time
•Increase overall business results by
30%
•Having two other people directly
supporting you in your goals
•Higher success rate of sustainability
strategies
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•

Triad support structure in place based on
common business initiatives

•

Establish and align on resonant values

•

Common goal or project

•

Create safe space; Provide honest
feedback to one another

•
•

All for one and one for all (responsibility)
Accountability

•

Peer to peer to peer relationship

•

All points of view are considered

•

Leverage each other’s strengths/manage
around weaknesses

First step in strengthening
organizational culture:
Cultural Assessment

Cultural Assessment: What is it?
Identifies dominant cultural stage of
employees
Measures:
Current levels stages of engagement
Likelihood of CSR strategies succeeding
Benefits:
Identifies the kind of support required to
have all strategies succeed (including
CSR).
Prioritizes the tactics that will have the
biggest impact on increasing engagement
levels in CSR strategies
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What your organization will
learn from a Cultural
Assessment:

Where people fall across the five cultural
stages and what that means in terms of
performance and possible bottlenecks for
gaps vis-à-vis organizational goals.

What leveraging strategies are most
useful to elevate the entire organization to
a higher level of collaborative
performance, consistency in successful
implementation of all business strategies,
and shared values-driven behaviour.
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What your organization will
learn from a Cultural
Assessment:

What support is required to have all business
strategies succeed.
For example:
How empowered people are to hold others
on the team accountable for what they say
they're going to do.
How relevant information is provided to
others, and where structures can be put into
place so that information sharing is easy and
less time-consuming.
How shared values can be used in every
meeting as the guidepost for accelerated
decision-making.
How innovation can be galvanized.
How to prioritize those tactics that will have
the biggest impact on increasing engagement
levels in all organizational areas.
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Four Easy Steps to Culture
Assessment
Implementation
1. We send an email that includes the link to
the survey. The survey is anonymous and
takes 1 minute to complete. This note
would include why it would be appealing to
take the survey. In other words, we create
the context for the employees to be
engaged in taking the survey.
2. Participants take the survey. We usually
allow for a two week timeframe to
complete it.
3. Once the answers are compiled we
provide an analysis of the survey findings
and forward them onto the client.
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4. A live presentation is given at the client's
office that includes the survey findings and
how to leverage their teams to higher
performance levels.

Our Services

We are corporate culture game changers. This is what we do.
•
We are a change management firm specializing in helping
companies realize business and social impact. By establishing
shared values and supportive team structures, we shift company
culture to enable diverse employee teams to lead from common
purpose, meeting both business and Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) objectives. By working with Open Spaces
Learning, companies can expect:
•
increased employee engagement
•
greater productivity (at least 30%)
•
improved strategic alignment on business and sustainability
goals
Cultural Assessment for Successful CSR Strategies
•
A cultural assessment is used to inform the kind of support required
in an organization to have any CSR strategy succeed. The
assessment identifies the dominant cultural stage of employees and
stakeholders, allowing for a customized initiative to build upon the
current way of operating to one of heightened engagement,
collaboration, ownership and innovation throughout the
organization.
Making the business case
•
Profit with purpose. We articulate the value created in affected
departments when the CSR strategy is aligned with brand, core
competencies, corporate culture and engaged employees.
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Our Services

Integrating CSR strategies throughout companies
•
Effective and stable CSR strategies must be anchored in
employee values and supported by corporate culture. We design
and deliver strategic programs that bring to the surface the CSR
programs that connect to employee values and shift corporate
culture to support them. Benefits include a 30% increase in
productivity, employee engagement and innovation.
Creating smart partnerships that forward the CSR strategy
•
Today’s social and environmental challenges can only be solved
through collaboration. Open Spaces Learning identifies and
facilitates relationships between the community, government and
corporate partners that can forward your company’s CSR goals.
Presenting to inform and inspire
•
Our speaking engagements support executives to work from a
‘profit with purpose’ business model. We make it possible for
vanguard companies to be able to bridge the gap between
corporate social responsibility strategies and a culture that pulls
for those strategies to succeed. Employees leave our talks with
actionable ideas and practical solutions to their most pressing
challenges.
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Client List

Where the Tribal Leadership Program
has been Implemented*
Amgen
Amtrak
Bombardier
British Airways
Butte College
CB Richard Ellis
Cigna
Colliers International
DaimlerChrysler
Independent Women’s Forum
Intel
International Center for
Leadership In Finance
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Kaiser Permanente
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Kraft
Linkage Asia
Philip Morris
RBC Insurance
RBC Royal Bank
Schwab
Sierra County Health and Human
Services
Small Business Times
Space Frontier Foundation
Spin Master Ltd
United Technologies
Women in Technology
International
XAP Corp
Zappos

*Represents a small fraction of organizations in Canada and the United States where Tribal
Leadership has been implemented by Open Spaces Learning and by CultureSync.

Corporate Culture
Game Changers
Leslie Bennett & Heather Shapter are principals in a training and development company called Open Spaces Learning that
designs and delivers strategic culture-shifting programs that cultivate effective workplaces in line with values and purpose.
Elizabeth Dove is a trusted associate who brings with her global leadership in creating collaborative, high value
corporate social responsibility partnerships.
NCC (Newfield Certified Coach), PCC (Professional Certified Coach) B. Com, Approved Tribal Leader.
Leslie brings a wealth of leadership development, facilitation and design experience spanning 20 years.
Ms. Bennett is one of the few people in the world who is trained to facilitate global Tribal
Leadership programs. She is one of the few ‘CultureSync™ Approved Tribal Leaders in Canada. A “Tribal
Leader” is a leader whose teams produce vastly superior results by synchronizing culture and strategy.
Contact: 416-804-5082 or by email at lb@openspaceslearning.com

B.A. (Psychology), M.B.A For the past 20 years, Heather has partnered with leaders in business, not-forprofit, government and academia all over the world to build top performing teams. She currently leads an
international team that leads the world in its field on a number of performance measures. Heather has been
recognized nationally and internationally for leadership in service of others. Contact: 416-902-1254 or by
email at hs@openspaceslearning.com
B.A. Hons, M.Mgmt. As a specialist in strategic engagement of the public, companies and government in
social change, Elizabeth has worked as senior staff and consultant for projects that create broader
engagement and support to the arts, public health, child welfare, and international development. Using a
results-oriented approach, Elizabeth helps bridge the cultural differences between sectors to create
partnerships that meet shared goals. From strategy and design through programmatic and communications’
execution, Elizabeth has helped partners realize their vision for a better world. Contact: 416-910-9779 or by
email at ed@openspaceslearning.com
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